AHLTA Web Print (AWP) is an application embedded in the AHLTA client workstation that provides the ability to print a patient’s entire AHLTA medical record or a subset, eliminating the need to print each AHLTA encounter or result separately.

AWP significantly reduced the time required to generate a report and provided efficiencies to Service Treatment Record (STR) processing. Currently, access to AWP is limited to the Patient Administration Department, STR, and Social Security Administration personnel. Service Representatives.

**AWP Enhancements:**

AWP 2.0, released in 3Q FY16, transitioned AWP from 99 host sites to a centralized architecture located at DISA Montgomery. The redesign of the AWP 2.0 application included the following performance improvements to the application:

- Multi-threaded processing, which eliminates the one-in one-out report queue constraint
- Replacing Patient Ancillary Web Services (PAWS) with a direct connection to the CDR
- Reducing site-based administration by utilizing a single interface for AWP report access through the AHLTA Client Workstation

AWP 2.1, scheduled for deployment in 4Q FY16, will provide the option to include HIV results when the ‘include sensitive information’ box is selected in a report request. This enhancement will assist the Veterans Benefits Administration (VBA) adjudicate claims and improve clinical care and related administrative, business-related, and evidentiary needs of the DoD, the VA, and most importantly the patient.

**Key Features**

- Allows users to select patients through a graphic user interface accessed in the AHLTA folder tree. Users can choose to narrow the contents of the report by date range and clinical domain and print a hard copy record, or PDF
- Includes a “Report Summary” which provides a checklist of queried clinical domains, warnings received and number of records returned

**Key Benefits**

- Allows an end user to print a patient’s entire AHLTA electronic health record without searching through multiple patient encounters
- Utilized by Patient Administration Department to create AWP reports in the Service Treatment Record and uploaded to the Veterans Benefits Administration via the Health Artifact and Image Management Solution
- Provides the Social Security Administration the ability to validate relevant health care information for Military Health System beneficiaries

SDD is a component of DHA DAD IO (J-6). For more information, visit www.health.mil/SDD. To subscribe for SDD product news, please visit https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/USMHSDHSS/subscriber/new.